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 10.10.06 Hey everyone, I'm a new user of zvhcl and I would like to make my first clone with the ZVHCL Professional v414 with Intel xeon® E3-1270v5 processor (version 10.10.06). I have downloaded the Professional v414 ISO, but as I don't have a motherboard I wanted to make a virtual machine of a motherboard which I can clone. I have downloaded the AMD XPEMOS V-844 as Virtual
Machine (mainboard) and I have downloaded the image of my motherboard (actually I have downloaded the image of the motherboard which I want to clone, I have the CD and the motherboard with the image, but I don't know how to make the clone using the.vhd). I know that, in order to make a clone, the server and the client must have the same amount of hard disk (virtual hard disk on the server
and hard disk of the client) and the same amount of memory (RAM). I have virtual machine with 128GB of RAM and 2x480GB Hard Disk with Virtual Hard Disk. But I'm using the Professional v414 and I have virtual machine (RAM 512MB, CPU 4 cores). Is it possible to use the.vhd of my motherboard instead of downloading the.vhd file of the server? Or am I asking the impossible? Or it's better
to use the downloaded.vhd file of the server (I have downloaded it because I wanted to make a test of the server to make sure everything is working well)? Thank you very much in advance and sorry if I write anything wrong, I'm new user of zvhcl. A: ZVHCL Professional V-414 is the UBCD and is meant for booting from live CD into BIOS and making a clone from live CD session. All other items
are not covered in V-414. Pro V-414 contains bootable ISO, custom UEFI with PnP and no GUI. If you want to use the virtual hard disk from the motherboard, then you need a different clone option. The best options are GPT disk and I/O-passthrough. Pro V-414 has bootable ISO and UEFI with boot menu Pro V-414-Pro W-3151 does not have bootable ISO, UEFI is not working, but Pro W-3151

has boot menu 82157476af
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